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EASE Online Live Training 
Feb 2023 

A. Modules 
The following modules are offered at this time: 

▪ Introduction to EASE 5 (PR003) – Webinar 
This webinar will demonstrate the new EASE 5-FE Software for existing EASE 4 users as well as those who are 
completely new to EASE software. Recorded version available. 

▪ Building rooms in EASE 5 (EG104) - $600 
This two-session module is for new and experienced EASE 4 users. At the end of the class the participant will be 
able to import DWG files, draw directly in the light-weight EASE editor, add sources and receivers, change the 
acoustic characteristics of the room, and load and save EASE 4 projects. 

Prerequisite: PR003 

B. Class Methodology 
The EASE Online Training will be taught using the Zoom platform. It is recommended that participants have an 
additional monitor connected to their computer, so they can follow what the instructor is doing on the screen. 
You also will want to have a mouse with a scroll wheel to allow moving around the model easy and access the 
context menus. The classes are highly interactive and include some presentations and theory on general 
knowledge and software features.  

Documents with exercises and instructions will be provided before the class so that participants can start 
becoming familiar with the software.  

All classes will have 2 instructors so questions can be answered, and issues resolved as they arise and so that 
participants do not lose track of the exercises. A certificate of completion from AFMG will be provided at the end 
of the class. 

An evaluation software license, including all modules will be provided so participants can explore the software 
fully, even if they own a simpler version, or don’t own the software yet.  

C. Schedule 
Class will be taught from 10AM to 1PM and from 2PM to 5PM (CST, UTC -6 ) with short breaks in the middle of 
both sessions. 

D. Discounts 
▪ Purchases of more than $1000, such as companies registering more than one person at the same time get a 

10% discount. 
▪ A discount of 10% is offered on purchased software during the 30 days following the class. 
▪ Discounts do not accumulate. 

E. Contact 
Email: seminars-na@afmg.eu 

Phone: +1 855 411 2364 
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